
To get a better understanding of the Travel Industry, this Glossary will help you to 
distinguish the complex and diverse vocabulary of the Travel Industry and E-
commerce.  
 
Ancillary Service : A sold added service to the basic service bought by the client.  
B2B : Business to Business. It means that one business makes a commercial 
transaction with another business. 
 
B2C : Business to Consumer. It means that on business makes a commercial 
transaction with the final leisure client.   
 
Benchmark : Analysing a product or a service and make a comparison with 
market's leaders. 
 
Big Data : It refers to massive volume of both structured and unstructured data, 
that is so large it is almost impossible to analyse without using a special process.  
 
Booking Engine : This is a reservation system using Internet. Specific to the Travel 
Industry, included to the Website, permitting the final client to realize a reservation.  
 
Brick and mortar : Business operating in the real world and not using Internet.  
 
C2C : Consumer to Consumer. It refers to transactions made on the Internet 
between consumers.  
 
Call center : An office where calls are handled by assistants providing services to 
the customers.  
 
Channel Manager : A tool ensuring hotels' distribution on the multiple electronic 
channels, it provides prices and availabilities.  
 
Click to chat : This is an help added to a purchase on the website. This will help 
customers to contact assistants by using instant messaging tool.  
 
Click and mortar : Business that started in the "real world" and which developed 
itself on Internet.  
 
CRM : Customer Relationship Management. Gathers all the Marketing supports and 
devices that optimize CRM quality, retain customers and increase the revenue.  
 
Crosschannel : This strategy links Off and On distribution channels and make them 
compatible in a way to optimize the client experience and to answer to its needs on 
the different channels.  
 
Cross-selling : Suggesting to client, during or after a purchase, a complementary 
product to the one he bought.  
 
CRS : Central Reservation System. This tool contains all a stakeholder's stocks and 



prices to distribute it on the different channels. 
 
Data : An internt Information about a client or a prospect.  
 
Digital Native : It refers to the generation born with Digital, computers, tablets, 
smartphones. In this way, the Y generation and the generation born in 2000.  
 
Dinamic Package : It permits to consumers to create their own packages, not pre-
defined, adding a flight, a room, a renting car or a train ticket.  
 
Display : It refers to videos and banners affiliated to different websites to promote 
the brand or a product. This is a web marketing lever. 
 
Disintermediation : This is a commercial and economical phenomenon that delates 
or reduces intermediaries in a distribution buying process.  
 
Edifact : Contrary to Internet, this is an electronic solution that permits to exchange 
datas and computerized documents between businesses.  
 
Eye-tracking : In a Marketing process, it means analyzing the customer visual 
circuit in a way to adapt a strategy to improve the disposition of elements on the 
website and its ergonomics.  
 
Extranet : This is the intermediary used between the Intranet of the enterprise and 
its website, permitting to communicate datas to final clients.  
 
FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) : Gathers all the frequent asked questions by 
customers.  
 
GAFA : Google, Amazon, Facebook, Apple.  
 
GDS : Global Distribution System. This a distribution tool used to distribute products 
such as a flight, a room or a train ticket, in B2B.  
 
Generation Y : A new generation of kids born between 1995 and 2000, 
characterized by its individualism, impatience, reluctance to authority and also the 
fact that they can't put a boundary between their personal life and their professional 
life.  
 
H2H : Human to Human. A throw back tu human contact in an enterprise, 
surpassing, sometimes, the simple relationship between a client and a professional.  
 
Helper : An help to a customer.  
 
Homepage : The first page a customer will see when entering on the website.  
 
Multichannel : Simultaneous use of different distribution channels to commercialize 
en product.  



NFC : Near Field Communication. This tool permits to establish a communication 
between to compatibles and electronics devices, while transmitting datas.  
 
Omnichannel : Here the client is present simultaneously on the different 
distribution channels, it might be calling an assistant and at the same time light be 
on its computer or for instance he might be looking around in a shop and at the 
same time looking for infos about that shop on its smartphone.  
 
One Click : This is called "One Click Shopping", it permits to the client to realize a 
purchase on only one click.  
 
OTA : Online Travel Agencies.  
 
Plateform Multi-TO : It's a platform adressed to Tour Operators in a way they can 
put their packages on it. Tour Operators are the only ones to have this kind of 
solution because they only sell packages.  
 
Plugins : Those are small softwares that add themselves to a program in a way to 
bring to it more functionalities.  
 
PMS : Property Management System. This is the tool used to manage an hotel.  
 
Pop to chat : Contrary to "Click to Chat", the pop to chat opens itself automatically 
each time a customer is entering a website.  
 
Pure player : Business that developed themselves only on Internet.  
 
Reintermediation : Here, stakeholders are from Disintermediation, because they 
are not an intermediary between two parties and they don't earn any money during 
the process. But we say they are "reintermediating" parties because they do 
everything they can to make sure both parties can exchange with eachother.  
 
Responsive : A website is a responsive website when its interface can be adapted 
to many different devices : tablets, smartphones etc...  
 
Retargeting : It means tracking visitors' IP on a website and then broadcast 
products campaigns on their personal homepages depending on their computer 
history.  
 
SEA : Search Engine Advertising. Refers to the use of commercial and ads links on 
Google.  
 
SEM : Search Engine Marketing. Defined as the charged referencing on Google.  
Semantic : It's a linguistic field analyzing words meaning.  
 
SEO : Search Engine Optimization. Defined as the free referencing on Google.  
 
Serendipity : Depending on our history, on our "mouse circuit", many websites will 



create a new need for us, maybe the perfect product we wouldn't have looked for. 
 
Smart Data : It means sculpt the data, in a smart and studied way, to get a better 
understanding of our customers and their needs.  
 
Social Media : Refers to all the social networks and also the web marketing levers. 
  
Socialisation : It means "socialize" its website by adding all the links to the 
different social networks and web marketing levers; Facebook, Instagram, Google+, 
Instagram, blogs and so on... 
 
Template : It's the skeleton of the website.  
 
Up-selling : Suggest a product or a service with a price lightly upper to the one the 
client had chosen.  
 
UX : User Experience, lived on a website.  
 
Video to chat : It permits to a client to chat directly by using skype with an 
assistant.  
 
Waterline : A virtual line under which an Internet page doesn't appear anymore on 
the screen.   
 
Web-to-Store : It means for a customer going to a store to get to know better a 
product it wants to buy, and buy it on Internet.  
 
Store-to-Web : It means for a customer going on a website to get to know better a 
product it wants to buy, and buy it in a store. 
 
Widgets : It's a small downloadable and importable app on a website. It is 
characterized by a small logo representing the app.  
 
XFT : Exchange For Travel. It's an XML travel norm that permits to realize travel 
transactions, management of post-booking or back-office.  
 
XML : Extensible Markup Language. This is the universal language that permits 
Internet conductivities.  
 
XTO : It is the Internet language adressed to Tour Operators. 	  


